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“Yesterday, I saw patients with 2-foot blood clots in their legs after the vaccine.”
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Renee Morris 16 hrs ago

I especially enjoyed Dr. McCullough's remarks today when he specifically called out the DoD,

collaboration between Fauci, Baric, and the WIV, and how they all worked together to bring us the

SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. It's decades of regulatory laws to pave the way towards harming the public

with impunity, and the Department of Defense that are the men behind the curtain. Today, Dr.

McCullough just named them in the Congressional Record. Bravo!!

LIKE (53) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dennis K McGee 16 hrs ago

Amen and Amen.

LIKE (11) REPLY SHARE

Barbara West 17 hrs ago · edited 1 hr ago

It’s about time we are getting very specific and detailed testimony (who did what when) on the

congressional record. Thankfully, the tireless efforts of so many truth-sayers are bearing fruit despite

the overwhelming censorship endured these last 4 years.

LIKE (30) REPLY (2) SHARE

KE Writes Kerry’s Newsletter 6 hrs ago

It’s been on Congressional records for two years! There have been multiple hearings like this and

nothing ever happens. My whole family has been ripped apart and I suffer every single day as a

result. I AM TIRED OF WAITING FOR THE TRUTH TO COME OUT!!!!

LIKE (8) REPLY (2) SHARE

Lucy 3 hrs ago

The government will never allow itself to be prosecuted. The courts, police, and lawyers are

all bought and paid for, along with the entire medical system. We will never get justice in this

world. We have the power through Christ to rebuke this evil. Eventually it will be destroyed

but this is going to be a very challenging time. All of us have to unite to overcome this. That’s

why the PTB do everything they can to keep us fighting each other.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Video Gramma 9 mins ago

The saddest part... The truth has long since been out, in plain sight, but nothing is being

done about it! 

😩🙏

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Alice P. Liddell 4 hrs ago

Senator Ron Johnson has had hearings about this.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Alice P. Liddell 4 hrs ago

LTC Theresa Long, MD had spoken at one of them. Roundtable in DC hosted by Senator Ron

Johnson

https://www.al.com/news/2021/11/alabama-based-army-surgeon-says-she-warned-of-

covid-vaccine-injuries-was-ignored.html?outputType=amp

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Kim Writes Kim’s Substack 16 hrs ago

When will these Criminals be prosecuted?

LIKE (21) REPLY (2) SHARE

JudyC 2 hrs ago

These criminals will never be charged with anything as long as the Deep State/UniParty is in

control.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Cheeps 13 hrs ago

🎯🔥

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Trying hard 16 hrs ago

What a great and brave collection of truthtellers! I watched the entire testimony. Thank you. If only the

blind could see

LIKE (19) REPLY (1) SHARE

Cheeps 13 hrs ago

True blindness is a sworn allegiance to darkness...the choice not to see when afforded the ability.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Abigail Starke 17 hrs ago

Praying harder for truth and justice!

LIKE (15) REPLY (1) SHARE

Cheeps 13 hrs ago

The former is here.

The latter...coming soon.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Greg Gershon 16 hrs ago

Being vaccine damaged I can attest to the dangerous vaccine and side effects

LIKE (13) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dennis K McGee 16 hrs ago

God Bless you. I know of several. Lost a long time acquaintance early on to the protocols.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lynn Writes Lynn’s Newsletter 16 hrs ago

I lost my Brother, 65, too. Died suddenly after taking a nap in the afternoon. You know that

died suddenly thing. He called off work on Labor Day and Tuesday and decided to

take the nap. That's when his son heard him make a sound and couldn't revive him and

neither could the paramedics. His older son insisted that he get the COVID Jab or he

couldn't see his grandson. We believe he died of a massive heart attack. I am devastated.

It just doesn't seem real that he is gone forever. RIP Brother+

Sorry, for you loss, too.+

LIKE (20) REPLY (4) SHARE

Dennis K McGee 15 hrs ago

God Bless you. Best estimates I have some confidence in have the worldwide casualty

toll at ~17mil dead, uncountable injured. Tragically, this really is just in the initial stages

No one knows the generational consequences.

LIKE (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lynn Writes Lynn’s Newsletter 15 hrs ago

Thank YOU, Dennis. I appreciate your kind words. Clif High who has a substack

and podcast stated many more will die in years to come.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2) SHARE

Dennis K McGee 15 hrs ago

YW. I follow Clif. He's right about a lot of things.

Just tonight, a fellow I know who is multiply vaxxed told me he isn't getting

any more - " I'm not getting another one, I get sick every time I get one".

There is hope.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lynn Writes Lynn’s Newsletter 15 hrs ago

How about that. I know some people on substack told me they have

followed Clif for years.

He has quite a following. Thank goodness the fellow you know is NOT

getting another JAB.

Tell him to take any and all the protocols to build up his immune system.

Take Care :-)

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dennis K McGee 14 hrs ago

Thank you. Yeah I'm glad too. He told me Mon night he was gonna

get another one. We talked a few minutes. I told him but ----- they

don't work! the more shots you get, the more covid you get. By

tonight he'd changed his mind. Good thing cause my next move was

to ask to be told when he did so I could avoid him like the plague.

He's an ok guy and the only vaxed I know who hadn't already

decided against more. Will be sharing detox info ASAP. It's touchy.

I agree with Clif's outlook, This has extremely good potential, it's just

gonna be really brutal for a while while we clear away all the

nastiness that has accrued over these recent millennia. We just have

to survive our current "Big Ugly" where all this comes out and is

dealt with.

My sincere condolences on your loss.

Good talking with you, and you and yours be well.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Lynn Writes Lynn’s Newsletter 9 hrs ago

Thanks so much for sharing, Dennis. I really appreciate your

kind words. It is great news to hear this man decided to stop

getting the COVID JABS. I've talked to a lot of people that

only had one JAB and said NO more. You are a good person to

try and help this man.

I wish you and your Family a healthy and Happy New Year 2024.

GOD BLESS +

And as Clif says: "HELLO HUMANS" :-)
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Cheeps 12 hrs ago

This disturbing article suggests we’ve yet to see the dire fall-out of these

lethal injections.

The maps indicate a staggering toll, indeed.

https://sonsoflibertymedia.com/deagels-2025-depopulation-forecast-is-on-

target-due-to-millions-of-excess-deaths-infertility-huge-surge-in-child-

deaths-due-to-covid-19-vaccination/?

fbclid=IwAR0utlYJWdXCFSQkzWFVOMf8dPq2mOF-2PMzuKJMfp2s-

or9TjndhZcFx4s_aem_th_AfSjbaOpp8E3jcqFpY9bjpj5sr3aD1dvBboymE6vfTr

K1Rs6VGhDPJ6Hji-WNTSwX0M

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack 7 hrs ago

Many condolences.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lynn Writes Lynn’s Newsletter 7 hrs ago

Oh, Thank YOU. I really appreciate your kind words. Take Care....GOD BLESS +

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack 7 hrs ago

God bless you too.
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Lynn Writes Lynn’s Newsletter 7 hrs ago

Thank YOU :-)

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Cheeps 13 hrs ago

Genuine condolences for your profound loss.

His older son will live with his ultimatum. His father can never again see his grandson.
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack 7 hrs ago · edited 7 hrs ago

A very large number of people are in this boat, having insisted on others getting

the shots, and/or actually administering the shots, and/or having done the Jab

Crow on those who did not comply. Human nature being what it is, tending to

vanity and averse to pain, many may never be able to bring themselves to consider

the evidence, however abundant, that they were woefully mistaken. My guess, just

a guess, is that by year end 2024 that number will stabilize at about 25%, then

slowly taper off over the next 10-20 years as people die. We all die eventually.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Only One Truth Writes Only One Truth 6 hrs ago

Dr. Zelenko commented that year 3 after the shot would begin the real death

spiral. We refused the shots, and it cost us the relationship with our children-

haven't seen them / heard from them or the grands for 2+ years - we are now

the "conspiracy nuts". One thing for sure- we'll never die from the shots.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack 6 hrs ago

May your hearts find peace and healing.

I can only hope that Dr. Z. was wrong. But I recognize that Dr. Z may well

have been correct, he was about so much else with this catastrophe.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Diane Jefferson 14 hrs ago

I am so sorry.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Abigail Starke 17 hrs ago

More inroads!! My buddy clots and myocarditis and lots of other things. Go drs and go Marjorie!

LIKE (11) REPLY SHARE

Grazyna Samborska Writes Grazyna’s Newsletter 16 hrs ago

La Quinta Columna published pictures of the blood clots in vaccinated people two or so years ago.

Censorship at work!

LIKE (9) REPLY (2) SHARE

Only One Truth Writes Only One Truth 6 hrs ago

Look up Dr. Zandre Botha. Her dark field microscopy images are concerning along with self-

assembling material in blood samples.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Grazyna Samborska Writes Grazyna’s Newsletter 5 hrs ago

THANKS! Very interesting: "Scientific Multi Dimensional Health Practitioner..."
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack 7 hrs ago · edited 7 hrs ago

It's been massive. The videos were coming out at the beginning at the jabs roll out and almost

immediately wiped from FB, YT, Instagram, Twitter. What's left of them, here and there, can

oftentimes still be found on Bitchute, Odysee and rumble. I've spent the last 2 years doing what I

can to preserve some of these testimonies in transcripts.

Not a reply to you, Grazyna Samborska, but to anyone here in the comments section who

happens to be new to reading about Dr. McCullough: TAKE NOTE: Testimony to US government

legislative bodies was also censored from YT in recent years. The censorship and shadow-

banned have been brutal. As I well know from conversations with people in my personal circles,

people who inform themselves primarily on the mainstream media have no clue how pervasive

the censorship has been around anything covid. No freaking clue.

Vigilant Fox has been doing excellent work to catch the news overlooked by MSM.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Nurse Ryan Writes Nurse’s Substack 15 hrs ago

Absolutely true! I saw them in our thrombectomies/angioplasty. None best that record. The largest we

had was 18 inches. The patients pulse to limb was restored with INARI (not plugging) which is what we

used. The patient was 17 year old baseball player. He didn’t have myocarditis but was vaccinated to

“stay on his team” 

😞

. Nuremberg time! I’m sick of the assaults on all of God s children. Wake up

parents STOP THE VACCINATIONS

LIKE (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

gizmos7 Writes Mary’s Substack 5 hrs ago

Wake up you are killing yourselves and your families.I pray that these wicked people who made

this poison

🙏

 be struck down in the name of God or they are locked away ,where they can do no

more harm.They are Evil and they wll suffer at some point for their genocide.Thank you for

putting your truth forward it must be so difficult for you to see this happen .God Bless you 

♥🕊

.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Allene Raphael 16 hrs ago

It is so obvious but the lamestream and government still try their hardest to hid the facts.

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

Greg Penglis Writes Greg Penglis - Action Radio Cit… 16 hrs ago

This is the greatest wasted opportunity since the first hearing. Dr. Peter McCullough who has been on

my Action Radio show, is fully aware of our Vaccine Product Liability bill. I reminded him of it again, but

he never mentioned it during the entire hearing. That was a wasted opportunity to change everything

about Big Pharma and the Covid shots.

Senator Ron Johnson knows all about our vaccine product liability bill, because my friend Dr. Zelenko

gave it to him almost three years ago. Johnson has held several hearings on the dangers of Covid

shots, but has he ever mentioned our bill? No.

So now it's up to the rest of concerned media to start asking these people why they aren't for this bill?

Time to start covering and reporting the progress of this bill. Time for everyone to read this bill and

send it to media and Congress. This will solve the vaccine health crisis by making Big Pharma liable for

their products.

https://writeyourlaws.com/the-vaccine-manufacturer-full-product-liability-restoration-act-of-2021

Action Radio is on Rumble at: https://rumble.com/c/ActionRadioRumble

Let's get The Vigilant Fox on the show please!

Our bill site is: WriteYourLaws.com

LIKE (7) REPLY (2) SHARE

Staci 12 hrs ago

You have to remember that the goal of this hearing was not about big pharma, it was about

getting the dangers of the vax documented in the congressional record. If low IQ people get hit

with too much at a time, it slows the process down further. Look at the amount of time it has

taken to even get this hearing. Baby steps even though the rest of us are yearning for justice.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Greg Penglis Writes Greg Penglis - Action Radio Cit… 5 hrs ago

It's almost three years since I wrote this bill and shared it with Congress and conservative

media. So they've both had almost three years to educate everyone. Besides, the heart of

this bill is changing in two places in federal law, vaccine manufactures shall NOT be liable, to

vaccine manufacturers shall be FULLY liable. How long does it take to understand that?

The solution is simple. When enough media covers this so that enough people copy the bill

link and send it to everyone they know, all media, and especially all of Congress, we will have

more power and pressure than Big Pharma. But it's going to take a few million people

probably. Like, I don't know, the millions of donators to The Heritage Foundation who could

easily coordinate a mail-in campaign saying "Pass this Bill!"

If not now, when? If not all of you, who? Let's get going!

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Staci 2 hrs ago

Please send the bill link to Mike Adams, Health Ranger, again if you already have. He

needs to address this on his podcast.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Greg Penglis Writes Greg Penglis - Action Radio Cit… 59 mins ago

I've sent it out a ton of times including Mike Adams. But I think that's the problem.

It's just me sending it out. I think now that many more people need to be sending it

out, and many more news sources need to be covering it, and what this would

mean for Big Pharma and We the People.

It's like when people ask how many bills Action Radio has gotten passed? Well

that's not our job. We do everything to create the show, write the bills, teach

everyone how to write and advocate bills, and be on the cutting edge of news

stories and trends. But the thing we can't do is share bills for other people or

groups or advocate the bills for them. So the passage and the advocacy of our bills

is for The War Room, Turning Point USA, the Trump Campaign, the Heritage

Foundation, all the speakers at CPAC, in fact there is an entire army of America

First patriots that could share and advocate these bills. The coverage is for all the

writers on Substack, OANN, Newsmax, and a ton of independent patriot news

services.

However, there is only one place that writes bills the way we do, and has a

weekday show to explain it all. And that is our job.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Cheeps 12 hrs ago

There’s been quite a bit of purposeful avoidance behavior to go around. McCullough and

Johnson join the ranks of Kirsch, Malone, and Chudov.

Often, it’s the knowledge they keep to themselves, once made aware, that reveals their

substance.

Much like Donald Trump...

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Greg Penglis Writes Greg Penglis - Action Radio Cit… 5 hrs ago

And now what are you prepared to do? Sean Connery in "The Untouchables." Let me know

when you've shared the bill please.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Charlotte Ruse 16 hrs ago

There are two imminent threats to humanity and they're the medical industrial complex and the Zionist

controlled DOD.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Solo Writes Solo’s Substack 16 hrs ago

DR PHILIP MC MILLAN SUBSTACK CARLO BROGNA is doing more tests 

🔥

Implications of Ongoing Circulating Vaccine Spike Protein

Why was this not researched earlier?

https://philipmcmillan.substack.com/p/implications-of-ongoing-circulating

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dennis K McGee 16 hrs ago

Rest assured it was researched. This is War. The effects of these bioweapons are exactly as

designed.

LIKE (8) REPLY (2) SHARE

Cheeps 12 hrs ago

🎯

Nothing about this democide was left to chance. The thorough destruction of it is a

sadistic masterpiece.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Staci 12 hrs ago

And orchestrated by Satan himself, make no mistake.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Cheeps 11 hrs ago

Absolutely.

My question:

Why are fully willing players so plentiful?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Staci 8 hrs ago

The answer is complex. IMHO, For politicians, it boils down to three things,

compromised integrity due to funding and pressures within the party. For the

citizenry, it is the responsibility of the 35% of people who are able to see

through the lies to draw strength from God and each other to educate the

65% who are unable to comprehend the full scope of evil. Most Americans are

trapped in a cycle of hopelessness brought on by functions of counterculture

that have been in play since the 50’s and before. Evil efforts to dumb down

cognitive function and spiritual awareness through chemical suppression of

the pineal gland is one part. I also see a deep chasm in individual education

because when you take God out of the equation, there is no further training in

coping mechanism development. This leads to a self-centered focus, poor

decision making skills and inability to press through difficult situations. It is a

true sickness when a person is unable to think about anything other than

personal immediate gratification. That is the ultimate trap.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Solo Writes Solo’s Substack 14 hrs ago

I think people know that ..

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Dennis K McGee 14 hrs ago

Sorry. I mistook that for an actual question. Just trying to help out.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Solo Writes Solo’s Substack 13 hrs ago

No worries, it’s part of the substack title not a question from me, thank you anyway

..

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Dennis K McGee 16 hrs ago

It was a great presentation.Their plausible deniability is fast evaporating. The inevitable Reckoning

approaches more rapidly every day.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Truth Matters Writes Truth’s Substack 16 hrs ago

All,

Do you think after 17 million dead from the vaccine, clots and numerous debilitating injuries we might

see SOLUTIONS AFTER 4, repeat 4 shameful years?

WHERE ARE THE SOLUTIONS???

North American Law Center…only group of America First Constitutional Conservative Strategic

Planners!

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Susan dorn 4 hrs ago

The average doctor working in large hospitals are still harping on the safety and efficacy of the shots.

Saw my orthopedic surgeon yesterday to discuss up coming knee replacement. My last question was

to ask if being unvaccinated would affect my surgery. He casually responded not at all but seemed

seriously interested as to why I didn’t. When I told him my daughter was vaccine injured he looked

quite surprised, as if he had rarely met any one who had family injured. He even asked about

symptoms and which company vaccine.

If we are to make David like progress against the Goliath of mainstream, any public congressional

public presentation must have a much higher “ look” of high importance, which includes many more

people, politicians, visible press etc. This presentation looked more like a small investigatory meeting

for safety of sugary drinks in school.

If you want viewers to be convinced of the enormity of the issue, you better make it appear enormous

politically as well.....stuff that room with people

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Eugene Writes Eugene’s Substack 9 hrs ago

Dr. McCullough has again presented life saving data that will save lives in the masses. It can honestly

be said these vaccines are causing massive injury and death in those postvax. We need to meet with

congress and show cause to revoke all vaccines for COVID-19 distribution because it has been

scientifically proven to be harmful to the public.

Please support Dr. McCullough so his work can save lives.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

TrumpFan 13 hrs ago

There should be immediate action after this. Enough talk already.

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack 7 hrs ago

Relatedly:

Dr. Marivic Villa, MD Message To Governor DeSantis To Ban The Jab. She is treating 2000 Vaxx

injured Patients

CATURANO AND RICKS, posted December 16, 2023

https://rumble.com/v41oh38-marivic-villa-md-message-to-governor-desantis-to-ban-the-

jab.html

TRANSCRIPT

TRANSCRIBER'S NOTE: This is one of several videos made by citizens urging Florida Governor

Rick DeSantis to ban the covid jabs in the state of Florida. For more about the campaign, see

https://josephsansone.substack.com/p/open-message-to-governor-ron-desantis

DR. MARIVIC VILLA, MD: Hi. This is an open message to our Florida governor, Ron DeSantis. And

the message is to ask him to do something to ban this covid vaccine, for him to do something to

remove this from the market, to remove this from the shelf, for good.

Governor, my name is Dr. Marivic Villa. I'm a practicing internist and with a speciality

pulmonary and critical care. I practice in the Villages.[1] And I am pretty sure that you are very

familiar with the Villages. Our population here is the retirees, they're heavily concentrated in this

area. They were the one highly prioritized for the vaccination and they were the highest risk for

the covid at that time.

I started seeing vaccine complications as early as 2021. But I started a formal clinic, I'm seeing

them right now, with, in a special clinic which I created last year. Right now I have more or less

2,000 cases. There's no day that I don't see vaccine-injured person.

This disease is very complicated. It's a multi-organ-system disease. It can include, or it canExpand full comment

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Alice P. Liddell 4 hrs ago

I agree.

As Elvis Presley sang, "A little less conversation s little more action"

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Kyle Kissinger (no relation) Writes The Farce Feed 15 hrs ago

That 2 foot blood clot would have been SO much longer had they not got the new booster 

😂

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Abigail Starke 17 hrs ago

To prevail

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Roger Welsh 3 hrs ago

The corruption of politicians and the medical cabal prevent the immediate ban on what is a POISON

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Neil Rivalland Writes A Christian Worldview 8 hrs ago

Doctors that have found rubbery clots in their patients resulting from the death jab, are having their

claims vindicated more and more every day.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Old Goat Writes Old’s Newsletter 8 hrs ago

The truth can be accessed if you are willing to read alternative media sources. Those who prefer

government propaganda broadcast by the MSM will remain clueless. The bottom line is the funeral

homes and the Life Insurance companies know that something is very wrong and if it is not vaccine

related what is the alternative cause of a dramatic increase in morbidity in the historically healthiest

demographics of our population?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Eugene Writes Eugene’s Substack 9 hrs ago

We are under attack.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

taylor.kathleen 14 hrs ago

Many thanks to Dr. McCullough and to Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Bob, the Free Radical Writes Bob’s Substack 1 hr ago

there are people who NEED this information but who will refuse to view the video of these hearings.

now what?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Anita Söderman Writes Anita’s Substack 2 hrs ago

God bless everybody and may you keep up the good work in 1924!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

SEPT 2 hrs ago

KUDOS TO MTG. There are some fine people left in this country. but you are wrong and you must get

over this idea that the courts will convict these criminals .

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Steppen-Wolf 2 hrs ago

Why isn't Dr. McCullough stating that the blood clots he's finding are synthetic? Why is he being silent

about that? Why does he appear to be living in denial about this fact, and/or to be covering it up? And

why are many other researchers not finding any spike protein and/or mRNA in the "vaccines"? That

would of course include that they ARE finding nanotechnology, so does Dr. McCullough deny that

there's nanotech in the "vaccines"; and, if so, why? His prestige? Keeping his mainstream status? And

why the concentration on spike protein over the much worse nanotech? How do we sort out these

contradictions? Are we just expected to ignore them? What gives with those like Dr. McCullough not

embracing ALL of the truth coming out on the "vaccines", and standing up against ALL OF IT?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Bob 5 hrs ago

The root cause is unlimited money from taxation that feeds all corruption, from the UK Post Office

Scandal, War and Medical-war and it will always continue with government creates these

monopolistic-pyramid-schemes that suck-in so many folks into the scandal that they are all forced to

defend each other to keep the gravy-train going.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

James Bryson 7 hrs ago

Nuremberg 2.0

Ready…BEGIN!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack 7 hrs ago

Thank you for reporting.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

heidi 13 hrs ago

clip on twitter; excellent McCullough testimony:

https://twitter.com/TheChiefNerd/status/1745877957644611801

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Agent Midnight Rider Writes Agent’s Substack 13 hrs ago

Those are not BLOOD CLOTS, think more of FACE HUGGERS....#agentmidnightrider

#AlienSpookPorn

Watch for yourself .............> https://www.youtube.com/shorts/Dr0ZcAeEfaU

Listen as Mike Adams Analysis the so-called BLOOD CLOTS in the lab...... >

https://www.brighteon.com/d1e8bc36-48cf-427f-a7e1-741a34cf8f43

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Common Sense Counselor 14 hrs ago

The stuff nightmares are made of … there is marvelous good in this world working to stem the tide of

unimaginable evil… tough times ahead … so grateful to have such wonderful frontline warriors helping

fight the good fight… heart felt & humbling gratitude to everyone who participated in the CV19 panel

today … you were brave & so very informative … thank you most kindly

💕

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Diane Jefferson 14 hrs ago

Thank you so much for all of your hard work, honesty and true humanity 

❤

 I shared hearingvon my

FB. Hopefully more people will fight to hold those responsible accountable.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Schantz Writes Schantz’s Substack 16 hrs ago

Contact Report 874

Date of contact: Monday, 1st January 2024

Billy Meier and the Plejaren extraterrestrials Ptaah, Florena and Bermunda

Billy:

You must be talking about the Earth's population, right?

Ptaah:

That is correct, because our calculations at midnight gave us a total of 9 billion, 446 million, 218

thousand, and 12.

Billy:

Aha, then despite the many deaths regarding the Corona pandemic, over 100 million more human

beings and the overpopulation has grown tremendously.

The almost 18 million people who have died as a result of the coronavirus pandemic, mainly from the

vaccine poisons that have made the vaccine manufacturers rich, will not reduce overpopulation.

Ptaah:

That number is no longer true because our records at midnight gave a number of 22 million, 341

thousand 203 persons who have died regarding the pandemic and the vaccines.

https://www.figu.org/ch/

https://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Site_News

https://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Contact_Report_874
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